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Top Reviews Latest Top Reviews The academic work, which aims to both broad scope to satisfy upper class university studies of popular faith and narrative and detailed enough to meet the needs of graduate students in the field. Each of the seven chapters of Part 1 focuses on one aspect of the Russian popular faith, such as pagan
background, Christian personalities, devils and several other logical categories of the subject. The author's thesis - that the Russian popular faith represents a double faith, which is the Slavic pagan beliefs obscured by popular Christianity - is persuasive, and analogies in other cultures. Article 2(2) shall be replaced by the following Linda J.
Ivanits The file will be sent to your e-mail address. It can take up to 1-5 minutes before taking. Top Reviews Latest Top Reviews This project began as a study of folklore in the writings of Dostoyevsky. While collecting material about popular faith, I was shocked by the lack of information in English and remembered that a general survey of
this topic for those who can not read Russian can be a good idea. Accordingly, this is not a very specific study. It is not even a study of popular faith and literature, as this topic coincides with my own interest and training. It does not provide a backdrop for such a study, and therefore may be of interest to students of Russian literature who,
like me, see folk beliefs and superstitions peeking at all sides of pushkin, gogol, dostoyevsky, and other great Russian classics. Russian popular belief is a basic survey of large Russian (not Ukrainian or Belarusian) folk superstition, intended for a wide audience. Its material relies heavily on ethnographic data collected in the late
nineteenth century and early twentieth century, as well as on many excellent Soviet studies of this data. The book is divided into two parts: a general survey of the popular beliefs of the spirits and persons suspected of being related to the supernatural (Part 1) and the body translated into folk narratives (Part 2). I have not tried to force a
single interpretation of this material or resolve some discussions on certain mythological data, although I have tried to indicate where debate exists and to provide enough bibliographic information for the interested reader to continue the topic further. I did not even consider the specific body of beliefs nurtured by religious subgroups, such
as the old believers. SIGN UP TODAY! Full access to this book and more than 83,000 over 14 million journals, magazines, and newspaper articles Access powerful writing and research tools Get it by Mon, Dec 21 - Thu, January 14 from 81004, United Good condition • 30 days back - Buyer pays back shippingUsed book in good
condition. It shows typical wear. Fast delivery. Satisfaction guaranteed! See details - Russian People's Faith ivanits, Linda J. Start a review of Russian popular belief I became interested in this topic through reading Katherine Arden's Winternight series and saw that she was included in this book as a good place to get more information
about the popular beliefs present in the novels. Behold, I found a cheap copy in a used bookstore this year! Obviously, it's not a book to pick up and read if you're not interested in the topic, but the interest I found fascinating. It's especially interesting to see how Christianity was founded and changed many I became interested in this
subject through reading Katherine Arden's Winternight series, and seeing that she was included in this book as a good place to get more information about the popular beliefs present in the novels. Behold, I found a cheap copy in a used bookstore this year! Obviously, it's not a book to pick up and read if you're not interested in the topic,
but the interest I found fascinating. It's especially interesting to see how Christianity evolved and changed many of the pagan beliefs over time. Now I'm ready for Winternight 3. ... more A good overview of the historical Russian peasant's faith in the supernatural. It gives a rundown of different spirits, that is expected to be eoncounter of
everyday life-domovoi (house ghosts), leshii (forest spirits), vodianoi (water spirits), as well as ghosts in the fields, etc. It also shows the evolution of these beliefs under the influence of Christianity, and how prievious mischevious/semi-benign activities of the Domovoi, for example, sometimes became equating the work with a good
overview of the historical Russian peasant's faith in the supernatural. It gives a rundown of different spirits, that is expected to be eoncounter of everyday life-domovoi (house spirits), leshii (forest spirits), vodianoi (water spirits), and ghosts in the fields, etc. It also shows the evolution of these beliefs under the influence of Christianity, and
how prievious mischevious/semi-benign activities of the Domovoi, for example, sometimes became equating satan's work with the passage of time. There are also good chapters of wizards, witches and the devil. The first half of the book is an analysis of these phenomena, and the second half contains the actually collected popular
narratives, some of which, in my opinion, exist with Washington Irving and The One Thousand And One Night. While not a manual for the practical application of folklorist theory, it makes many references to how folklorists go about their business. The coolest chapter, probably, is that of wizards. I enjoy the fact that in some cases they are
deliberately called and gave a place in the place of honor, in order to prevent violating them, and the consequent spoiling of the newlyweds. Basically, I learned that if you're a Russian peasant, you don't want to swim, go in the woods, have fun in domovoi -- which involves buying a horse of color the spirit doesn't like -- upset a witch or
wizard, etc. (Although, there are plenty of tales of clever pesants hoodwinking the devil and others). Also, you need to have your children baptized! If they don't and die, their souls might come back for a scary visit. And... If things go wrong in the village, it's a good thing to dig up a dead wizard and drive summer stake between his shoulder
blades... ... more This text provides a brief overview of most of the Russian popular beliefs. I found it both interesting, funny and bizarre, and sometimes even logical especially when compared to the spiritual texts Ive read. What's perplexing is that some of these stories actually happened, and the more harrowing is a sad reminder of what
can happen when people do things very literally or just act strictly on the basis of limited knowledge. :/Since this is a scientific read, the text is heavily footnoted and this text offers a brief overview of the bulk of Russian popular beliefs. I found it interesting, funny, and bizarre at the same time, and sometimes even logical — especially when
compared to the spiritual texts I read. What's perplexing is that some of these stories actually happened, and the more harrowing is a sad reminder of what can happen when people do things very literally or just act strictly on the basis of limited knowledge. :/Since it's a scientific read, the text is heavily footnoted, and while I loved reading
the notes, it can at times get annoying to constantly break the reading process (with that being said; I soon realized that most of the footnotes were about Russian books, so I ended up missing out on most of these). Overall, it is useful to read, which can provide further insight into Russian fairy tales. ... Several Ivanits makes memorates,
fabulates, and legends in the second part of his work that exemplifies his analysis of folkloristics in the first part. Many stories are interesting and give a glimpse into the folk faith and superstitions of peasants, but Ivanits often elevates folk doctrines over theology and spirituality flowing through Russian peasants. Even though the concept
of dvoeverie (double belief) is introduced, it seems in his analysis, as if Ivanits intends to emphasize pagan Ivanits makes memoirs, fabulates, and legends in the second part of his work that exemplifies the analysis of folkloristics in the first part. Many stories are interesting and give a glimpse into the folk faith and superstitions of
peasants, but Ivanits often elevates folk doctrines over theology and spirituality flowing through Russian peasants. Despite the fact that the The dvoeverie (double faith) is introduced, it seems, in his analysis, as if Ivanits intends to emphasize pagan rituals at the cost of Christianity. This makes dvoeverie as some kind of oblique theory
besides paganism rather than balance. ... more do not understand some visitors' complaints that the book is too dry - it is an academic book directed at the beginning of students of Russian folklore! If you want stories, just stories, read Afanasev. I learned a lot from this volume, and the back stories are literal translations of stories recorded
by Russian ethnographers. Ethnographers and folklorists don't beautify the stories they collect, it's against the rules! Ivanits is an excellent introduction to the basic belief system of the pre-Christian and early Christian period eastern Slavs. This volume is perfect to help you understand Russian tales and legends, but the serious folklorist
wants more detail and content. Excellent survey of Russian paganism, concise yet detailed, including pagan gods, ghosts at home and in nature, and, of course, magic. The second part contains a compilation of legends and stories of such experiences verbally passed down from generation to generation until the 20th and 21st. This book
was recommended by one of my favorite authors Katherine Arden. I've learned a lot from this book. So many funny folk stories. I enjoyed that in the first half I had a scientific look at the origins of folk stories and interacting with stories of Christianity. This is a great introductory text about the Russian popular faith, which can be broken
down into easy-to-read chapters. A good resource for anyone wanting to dig deeper. I have to say that this is one of the most interesting books I have read about Russia over the years. It wasn't a topic I've ever put out at school, and I wish that we could have missed a lecture on either serfship or pre-Bolshevik radical movements to
discuss how most Russians are and still can't see the world. If there are any pagan tales, similar to Hesiod or Homer, they are abolished by Christianity. Belief systems are integrated into a dualistic approach to spiritual traditions. I have to say that this is one of the most interesting books I have read about Russia over the years. It wasn't a
topic I've ever put out at school, and I wish that we could have missed a lecture on either serfship or pre-Bolshevik radical movements to discuss how most Russians are and still can't see the world. If there are any pagan tales, similar to Hesiod or Homer, they are abolished by Christianity. Belief systems are integrated into a dualistic
approach to spiritual traditions. Some gods have become saints, others have become demons, or at best unreliable souls. The world has the most Russian centuries (Christianity may be officially Russia 988, 988, it may have been 2pm orthodoxy that penetrated the world of the village). The world of the Russian peasant was one in which
he and his kind were at risk of all kinds of forces, not only enemy armies, but also devils, wizards, ghosts of the home (Domovoi), and the nature spirits of the field, forest, and water. This again forced the worldview, which was essentially dangerous and required strong protection, both physical and spiritual. That's more likely than not
contributing to the way the Russians see the world. In addition to numerous invasions, harsh climate, there are also forces trying to spoil what Russian peasants are trying to create. Other aspects of this body of popular faith echoed down the centuries, I really want to reread Devils by Dostoyevsky and Master and Margarita after getting
some insight into the way most ordinary Russians looked at the world. Demons/Devils/Nature Spirits forces too pale for ordinary village life tend to be devastating and difficult to appease. This is their world. The incidents of indulgence resonate similarly. During the Stalin period, industrial failures were often attributed to sabotage and
destruction. How much easier it is to convince the nation of this (as opposed to mere insensity) when there is a vast body of folklore that presents the views of this kind of activity than something that regularly occurs in different spirits that are constantly revealing as either tools of the devil or malicious elements who embrace the life of evil.
In addition to analyzing folk traditions, there are also chapters of short folk stories that the author has incorporated. They once again emphasize the worldview of the Russian peasant, whose mindset remains a factor to this day. ... read more about this book on the recommendation of the author of two books I love, Bear and Nightingale
and The Girl in The Tower (the first two from Winternight Trilogy). At the end of the second book, reading the author's comments, I saw that he referred to this scientific work to inform and enhance the writing of various spiritual creatures of Russian folk doctrines. These mythical beings (domovoi, rusalka, upya, ta ta tae and various others)
appear in his books. While this one I read this book on the recommendation of the author of two books I love, Bear and Nightingale and The Girl in The Tower (the first two are Winternight Trilogy). At the end of the second book, reading the author's comments, I saw that he referred to this scientific work to inform and enhance the writing
of various spiritual creatures of Russian folk doctrines. These mythical beings (domovoi, rusalka, upya, ta ta tae and various others) appear in his books. While it was a struggle to get through this book (written by graduate students studying Russian pagan and pre-Christian belief systems), I got enough of it to be worthwhile. It's pretty dry
and scientific, but I feel that what I've done to learn this book has helped me understand and connect more with the general storyline of the Winternight series. ... More interesting to read for those who need to understand old Russian popular beliefs. Ivanits writes in detail with the help of history and context as aids, and reinforces this
understanding by completing the last half of the book's tales of people in different provinces. This is not a book of Russian Folk Tales, but an examination of the traditional pagan beliefs held by Russian peasants and the impact Christianity has had on these beliefs over the centuries. It's very informative. Excellent look at mythological faith
and the unification of Christianity within Russia. It is an excellent and informative book about what we really know about the Russian popular faith. We read a few chapters from this russian fairy tales class and craze and crazies in russian culture class. It's kind of interesting. Read this Slavic folklore class. The book manages to explain the
relatively complicated dual belief aspect of russian popular belief clearly. It paints a variety of smaller spirits (such as domovoi and rusalka) quite well, although the great gods are a bit confused to read (mainly because not much is known about them). The collection of quasi-personal narratives at the end consists of religious creation
stories, stories of saints and devils, and accounts of the lesser spirit Read this Slavic folklore class. The book manages to explain the relatively complicated dual belief aspect of russian popular belief clearly. It paints a variety of smaller spirits (such as domovoi and rusalka) quite well, although the great gods are a bit confused to read
(mainly because not much is known about them). The collection of quasi-personal narratives at the end consists of religious creation stories, stories of saints and devils, and accounts of smaller spirit encounters that are very fun to read. It may be even more fun for the reader to explore Russian folk tales and epics as well and compare
them with these narratives. I would say that the book's featured chapters are chapters about Russian wizards and quasi-personal narratives of smaller spirits. ... more This book is great. Why did I read it? Who knows? Russian folk beliefs are strange, cool and not properly documented in English, because they are quite suddenly extinct
with the whole devastating peasant life thing. I didn't read the primary sources in the second half, but the first half is not a nice job, which has many superstitions, the domovoi-type figures, how to become a witch, Perun, how to spot malicious spirits looking at them between the legs upside down, This book is great. Why did I read it? Who
knows? Russian Folk strange and cool and not properly documented in English because it died out quite suddenly the whole destructive peasant life thing. I didn't read the primary sources in the second half, but the first half did a nice job giving many superstitions, the domovoi-type numbers, how to become a witch, Perun, how to spot
malicious spirits looking at them between the legs upside down, in-the-bathhouse-at-midnight-type foibles and in a clearly legible way. ... more Too dry, too didactic, more interesting if you told stories instead, ineffective, cataloging them reviews this because I got a conversation yesterday that reminded me of it. Awesome overview of
Russian mythology. Very informative if a little dry. It makes me read related books. Books.
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